
ULTRA MATT EDGINGS



 
People are spending more time at home. 

Kitchen is the most used room in the house. 

 

The kitchen has become the most important room in the home, because it is the center of 

families' day-to-day living and is used for different purposes as food preparation, eating, 

homework, teleworking, TV-watching and internaining... 

 ... it is all done in the same space! 
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Say hello to your new "living room" 

Kitchens are now designed predominantly as living spaces. 

  

The ideal modern kitchen contains an ergonomic, easy-to-clean cooking area along with 

ample storage and a wide range of time-saving appliances. All with enough space and 

seating to entertain friends, cook with the family, or have a cup of tea while you catch up on 

emails... 

... it should look beautiful and welcoming, too!  
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Premium ultra matt edgings 



Ultra matt edgings 

Matching ultra matt board decors 
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In response to the increase demand for ultra matt finishes,  

 PROADEC developed PROMATT, premium range of ultra matt edgings. 

 

PROMATT differentiates from other options in the market for its anti-fingerprint and ease-to-

clean properties and for its abrasion resistance.





Ultra matt surfaces are ideal for use 

in kitchens. Its resistance to stains 

and scratches, coupled with its 

fingerprint properties, ensures that it 

stays looking pristine! Its warm, 

velvety feel brings a sense of luxury 

to countertops, cabinets, and tables.



PROMATT 
Premium ultra matt  

ABS edgings

Ultra matt edgings featuring a 

sophisticated and velvet-

smooth surface.



PROMATT 
Premium ultra matt 

ABS edgings

This sophisticated range of ultra matt 

edgebandings is the result of a high-

grade lacquered finish together with an 

exclusive production process.  

 

Features a very low reflection surface 

and gloss level of 2 GU ±2.



Technical features 

Ultra matt surface, 

low reflection

Velvet-smooth 

 surface, soft 

touch

Anti-fingerprint Scratch resistant Easy to clean



 

Furniture surfaces with a ultra matt look are dominating the appearance of the modern kitchen. 

The new trend for kitchens are matt surfaces that don't immediately need to be cleaned every 

time they are touched. 

Technical Features

Watch the presentation video.

https://youtu.be/hBKOCxw6-Xs
https://youtu.be/hBKOCxw6-Xs


Product Specifications 

Gloss level of 2 GU ±2 
  
Thicknesses from 0.80 mm up to 1,3 mm 

Available in solid colours and printed decors 

Possible to slit in various widths from jumbo rolls 

With or widthout protective film 
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Surface Finishes 

PROMATT is available in the following surface structures, according to the type of decor:

FINISH 01 - Perfect Smooth 

For unicolours only.

FINISH 09 - Ultra Smooth 

For print decors only - woodgrains and fantasies.



Stock Collection 

EXPRESS LINE

PROMATT is available from stock 

for immediate delivery from 1 roll 

in ABS 1 x 23 mm. 

  

Check here to view these and other 

decors in our online EXPRESS LINE 

catalogue.

https://www.proadec.com/en/express-line/?search=1&text=&grade=0&id_thickness=0
https://www.proadec.com/en/express-line/?search=1&text=&grade=0&id_thickness=0
https://www.proadec.com/en/express-line/?search=1&text=&grade=0&id_thickness=0
https://www.proadec.com/en/express-line/?search=1&text=&grade=0&id_thickness=0


PROADEC Portugal, S.A. 

7786 - 851 Mindelo 

Vila do Conde 

Portugal 

 

Tel. +351 229 287 100  

proedge@proadec.com 

 

  

  
www.proadec.com 
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